Line
Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

Rate

Applicable law

1

Personal income tax

Private individual
Payer of the income

Revenue
(Income minus cost)

15%

Act CXVII of 1995

2

In kind health insurance contribution

4%

Act LXXX of 1997

Insured person

1. Income from self-employment and activities other than selfemployment that are to be included in the consolidated personal income 3%
tax base
2. In the absence of any income that fits the definition under point 1, the 1.5%
base salary as specified in the contract of employment

3

Monetary health insurance contribution

4

Employment contribution

5

Pension contribution

10%

6

Social contribution tax

The payer of the income or a private individual

7

Vocational training contribution

Business associations (other than non-profit enterprises), law firms, individual
entrepreneurs, individual enterprises and foreign entities having a permanent
establishment or branch office in Hungary, etc.

8

Rehabilitation contribution

The employer provided that the number of employees exceeds 25 and the number of
partially disabled employees do not reach 5% of the total number of employees

9

11

Act LXXX of 1997
Act LXXX of 1997
Act LXXX of 1997

1. The income included in the consolidated personal income tax base;
2. In the absence of the above, the base salary specified in the contract
of employment;
3. Separately taxed types of income:
- fringe benefits,
- certain other type of benefits,
- income derived from interest allowance;
4. Part of the income that is to be taxed in Hungary:
- income from the repatriation of capital,
17.5% (with cap on certain sources of income) ACT LII of 2018
- income from securities lending,
- dividends, entrepreneurial dividend base,
- capital gains,
- income of a foreign artiste,
- 75% of the income of an agricultural smallholder subject to the flatrate taxation,
- 4% of the of the small-scale agricultural producer's revenue choosing
itemized expense accounting
1. Income from activities other than self-employment increased by the
amount of the membership fee deducted (paid) to the employees'
organisation;
2. Income from self-employment;
3. Allowance for health related damages in law enforcement/national
1.5%
Act CLV of 2011
defence;
4. In the absence of any income under points 1 and 2, the remuneration
specified in the agreement;
5. In case of individual entrepreneurs and companies: identical to the
base of the social contribution tax.
HUF 1,341,000/person/year
(approx. EUR 4,100)

Act CXCI of 2011

Corporate income tax

Unlimited tax liability: domestic business associations, foreign legal persons having a
domestic place of management
Pre-tax profits +/- tax base adjusting items
Limited tax liability: permanent establishments, shareholders of a Hungarian real estate
company

9%

Act LXXXI of 1996

Low tax-bracket enterprises' itemized tax

Private entrepreneurs, single member companies, general partnerships and limited
partnerships with exclusively private individual members

HUF 50,000 (75,000) for each full-time
employee (approx. EUR 160 / EUR 240)
HUF 25,000 for registered not full-time
employee (approx. EUR 80)

Act CXLVII of 2012

-

-

1

Line
Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Single member companies, general partnerships, limited partnerships, limited liability

Cash-flow based business profits + personnel expenses

Rate

Applicable law

13%

Act CXLVII of 2012

12

Small enterprises' tax

13

Innovation contribution

Domestic business associations subject to the Hungarian accounting act
(except: micro and small enterprises)

Local business tax base

0.3%

Act LXXVI of 2014

14

Energy providers' income tax
(Robin Hood tax)

Energy-supplying companies, public service providers, permanent establishments

Pre-tax profits +/- tax base adjusting items

31%

Act LXVII of 2008

Financial institutions

Credit institutions : the balance sheet total of the second tax year
preceding the current year or the balance sheet total of the second tax
year preceding the current year prepared according to IFRS;
Financial enterprises : interest gains + gains on fees and duties of the
second tax year preceding the current year or the equivalent amount
established according to IFRS;
Stock exchanges, commodity exchange service providers, venture capital
funds : corrected net sales revenues of the second year preceding the
current year or the equivalent amount established according to IFRS

Credit institutions : 0.15% for the amount not
exceeding HUF 50 billion (approx. EUR
160,250); 0.2% for the amount exceeding HUF
50 billion
Act LIX of 2006
Financial enterprises : 6.5%
Stock exchanges, commodity exchange service
providers, venture capital funds : 5.6%

1. Distributor
2. Investment fund

1. The HUF value - calculated as the cumulated amount of daily net asset
values of the purchased securities in the respective quarter divided by
the number of calendar days in the quarter - of foreign-issued collective
investment instruments registered on security client-accounts kept with
a distributor having a registered office or branch office in Hungary ,
excluding the HUF value of the collective investment trust's own
securities kept on these accounts, calculated with the above method.
0.05%
2. The HUF value of investment bonds of funds kept with an investment
fund manager having a registered office or branch office in Hungary
calculated as the cumulated amount of daily net asset values of the
respective quarter divided by the number of calendar days in the quarter,
excluding the value of the investment fund's own securities kept on
these accounts and calculated with the above method.

15

16

17

Surtax of financial institutions

Surtax of distributors and investment funds

Advertisement tax

companies, private stock companies, law firms, foreign entrepreneurs and foreign
entities having a place of management in Hungary

Tax base

Unconditional tax payment obligation:
1. Media content service provider
2. Publisher
3. Any person or organization utilizing for advertisement purposes outdoor
advertisement carriers, any vehicle, press product, real estate serving as surface for
advertisement
4. The publisher of advertisement in case the of advertisement on the internet
Conditional tax payment obligation:
5. The person requesting the publishing of the advertisement

Unconditional : net sales revenues of the tax year resulting from the
taxable activity increased by the net sales revenues resulting from the
provision of services as of the agreement for publishing advertisement
through the taxpayer's provision of media content services, between the
advertisement provider agency and the customer, decreased by the
consideration received by the taxpayer from the advertisement provider As of 1 July 2019, the tax rate is 0%.
agency accrued to this transaction. In case of the publication of
advertisement for own purposes the tax base is the amount of direct
costs incurred in relation to the publication of the advertisement

Act LIX of 2006

Act XXII of 2014

Conditional : the part of the monthly consideration for publishing
advertisement exceeding HUF 2,500,000 (approx. EUR 8,000)

2

Line
Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

18

Building tax

1. The registered owner of the building on the first day of the calendar year
2. In case the building is encumbered with valuable rights and interests registered in
the land registry, the holder of such right
3. The owner of the advertisement-surface as of the first day of the calendar year

19

Land tax

20

21

22

23

Tax base

Rate

1-2. Net floor place in sq. meters or adjusted market value

1-2. max. HUF 1,100/sq. m or

3. Net size of the advertisement-surface in sq. meters (rounded to two
decimals)

3.6%
3. max. HUF 12,000/ sq. m

1. The registered owner of the land on the first day of the calendar year
2. In case the land is encumbered with valuable rights and interests registered in the
land registry, the holder of such right

Net floor place in sq. meters or adjusted market value

Max. HUF 200/sq. m or
3%

Act C of 1990

Communal tax of private individuals

Payers of the building and land taxes
+
Private individuals having right of tenure on a property owned by other than a private
individual

-

Max. HUF 17,000/year

Act C of 1990

Contribution for the administration of dogs

Owner of the dog

For dogs above the age of 4 months

Act XXVIII of 1998

Water resource contribution

1) Water resource user: a person who - by means of water usage permit - exercises the
right to utilize water resources or - by means of water usage permit - secures water
1) Water resource user: on the amount of water secured in a permit or
resources
on the amount of water consumed without permission
2) Industrial consumer: a person who consumes more than 10,000 m3 of water per
2) Industrial consumer: for the amount of water actually utilized
year/settlement for his own economic purpose from a public service provider
providing drinking water

Dangerous dogs: max. HUF 20,000/year
(approx. EUR 64)
Other dogs: max. HUF 6,000/year
1. Water resource user: HUF 4.50/m3 basic
contribution
2. Industrial consumer: HUF 14.10/m³

Act LVII of 1995

Value added tax

Taxpayer: any person or organization carrying out an economic activity under his/its
own name, regardless of the place, purpose or result thereof
Under this Act the following transactions shall be subject to VAT:
a) the supply of goods and services for consideration within the domestic territory by a
taxable person acting as such;
b) the intra-Community acquisition of goods inside the EU for consideration within the
domestic territory; and
c) the importation of goods

25

Telecommunication tax

Tax on tourism

Act C of 1990

Main rule: the consideration received for the supply of goods and
services
Free delivery of products: the purchase price of the product as of the
27%
date of performance, in the absence of the latter the cost of production (18%, 5%)

Act CXXVII of 2007

Free supply of services: the amount expressed in monetary terms of
incurred expenses for the performance of the service provider
a) Phone call:
aa) private individual subscriber: HUF 2 for
every call/commenced minute;
ab) subscriber entities: HUF 3 for every
call/commenced minute

Telecommunication service provider (Natural persons, legal persons or other entities
entitled to provide telecommunication services in Hungary)
24

Applicable law

Tax base is calculated based on
a) the duration of phone calls;
b) the number of sent messages - calculated according to the agreement
b) SMS:
Telecommunication service : Publicly available phone service (including the service
concluded with the service provider Act LVI of 2012
ba) private individual subscriber: HUF 2 apiece
providing the possibility of sending messages) in accordance with the Act on electronic initiated from the phone number belonging to the client's subscription,
bb) entities: HUF 3 apiece
communication in Hungary supplied via electronic communication network in
or, in the absence of a subscription from the number belonging to the
accordance with the Act on electronic communication
service provider
Limit:
a) private individual: HUF 700/month/phone
number
b) entities: HUF 5000/month/phone number

Private individual spending at least one overnight stay within the jurisdiction of a local
government of which the private individual is not a resident

1. The number of commenced overnight stays, or
2a. The price of the accommodation, or in the absence of this;
2b. Any due consideration (e.g. costs of operation) for the
accommodation of any legal title (e.g. right to use holiday apartment)
per the number of commenced overnight stays

1. HUF 300 / person and overnight stays
2. 4% of the tax base

Act C of 1990

3

Line
Tax
number

26

Local business tax

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

A) Permanent business activity:
Net sales revenue (less royalties!)
- COGS
- value of intermediated services
Permanent or temporary entrepreneurial activity (the entrepreneur's profit- or income- - value of subcontractors' performance
oriented activity) carried out in the jurisdiction of the local government
- material costs
- direct cost of basic research, applied research, experimental
Taxable entity / taxpayer is the entrepreneur
development

Rate

Applicable law

A) 2%
Act C of 1990
B) HUF 5,000/day (approx. EUR 16)

B) Temporary business activity:
Shall be determined based on the duration of the business activity. Every
commenced day counts as a whole day
Tax liability arises on the day when the taxable product's initiation into the market, the
exploitation thereof for own purposes or the stock entry thereof takes place. (Several details in
the regulation!)
Taxpayer:
a) the first domestic distributor of the product or the person first using the product for its own
purposes,
b) in case of other mineral oil products produced in Hungary, the first purchaser of the product's
first domestic distributor or of the person firstly exploiting the product for its own purposes,
c) in case of toll manufacturing the toll manufacturer,
d) the first domestic distributor of a taxable package constituting a foreign-made package or the

27

Green tax

first domestic possessor of the package waste resulting from unwrapping a package,
e) the person realizing the stock entry.

Weight of the product

Annexes (itemized measures)

Act LXXXV of 2011

Lump sum

Act CIII of 2011

Taxable product:
a) battery pack;
b) packaging;
c) other mineral oil products;
d) other plastic products;
e) other chemical products;
f) electronic and electronical device;
g) tyre;
h) office papers;
i) advertising papers.

Taxable entity
a) first domestic supplier of the taxable product;
b) purchaser of the taxable product.

28

Public health product fee

Taxable product:
- soft drink
- energy drink
- pre-packaged sweetened product
- salted snack
- condiments
- flavoured beer
- alcoholic refreshment
- jam
- alcoholic beverage

Taxable amount of taxable product in kilograms or liters sold or
purchased by the taxpayer.
The tax base shall not include the weight of packaging

4

Line
Tax
number

29

Financial transaction duty

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

Rate

Applicable law

Taxpayer:
- payment service provider having registered seat or branch office in Hungary,
- financial institution which does not qualify as payment service provider entitled to
provide credits and cash loans,
- credit institution entitled to pursue money exchange services,
- specialized agent entitled to mediate money exchange services.

Amounts
In case of wire transfers from the account of a private individual: the
amount exceeding HUF 20,000

0.3%, but at most HUF 6,000 in most cases
(approx. EUR 20)

Act CXVI of 2012

The duty must be paid on certain transactions (e.g.: wire transfer, collection, cash
remittance, letter of credit) made as payment service performed.

30

Motor vehicle tax

A) Domestic motor vehicle's tax
- Tax is payable by the person registered in the vehicles' registry as operator or, in the
absence thereof, as owner in accordance with Act LXXXIV of 1999 on the vehicles'
registry;
- In case a new motor vehicle was placed into traffic or a motor vehicle was
reintroduced into the traffic during the year, the taxpayer shall be the person registered
in the vehicles' registry as owner as of the last day of the respective month;
- After the first day of the year following the death or termination of the taxpayer
(provided that the registry still contains the deceased/dissolved person as owner) the
first person to be registered in the registry shall be deemed to be the taxpayer;
If the previous owner transferring the vehicle files the change of ownership to the
document bureau in 15 days following the last day of the transaction's year, the new
owner will be deemed to be the taxpayer from the next year;
- If the change in ownership was not filed, the person registered in the vehicles' registry
as owner as of the first day of the year shall be deemed to be the taxpayer until the last
day of the year in which the change in ownership gets filed.
B) Foreign motor vehicle's tax
- Taxpayer is the operator.
(Only heavy goods vehicles registered in non-EU countries are subject to taxation)

A) Domestic motor vehicles' tax
- The power output of the passenger vehicle as recorded in the vehicles'
registry - but not including the below mentioned;
- The weight of bus, caravan, trailer caravan recorded in the registry;
- The weight of the heavy goods vehicle recorded in the registry and
increased by 50% of its load capacity;
- Double the weight of the semi-trailer, increased by half of the positive
margin of the maximum permissible laden weight of the braked towed
Itemized rates
vehicle and the semi-trailer's own weight

Act LXXXII of 1991

B) Foreign motor vehicle's tax
- Itemized rates (depending on the weight, type of transport (loco,
transit)

Taxpayer:
- the registered owner of the vehicle;
- in case of leasing or long term lease registered in the registry the taxpayer shall be
the lessee
31

32

Company car tax

Registration fee

Itemized rates depending on the environmental qualification and the
power output of the vehicle measured in kW.

Itemized rates

Act LXXXII of 1991

a) Taxpayer is the private individual, legal person or other entity under whose name the
vehicle is introduced into traffic;
b) The importer shall be deemed to be the taxpayer if the vehicle is introduced into
traffic as a direct consequence of the vehicle's import;
Itemized rates depending on the environmental qualification and the
c) The person liable for the payment of VAT shall be deemed to be the taxpayer if the
specifications of the vehicle.
vehicle is introduced into traffic as a direct consequence of an intra-Community
acquisition;
d) The owner of the vehicle shall be deemed to be the taxpayer if the vehicle is
introduced into traffic by the reconstruction of the vehicle.

Itemized rates

Act CX of 2003

Every vehicle defined in the Personal income tax act is subject to the tax, except
ecocars, provided that:
- the owner is not a private individual;
- costs, expenses based on the accounting act or costs, depreciation with itemized
expense accounting based on the personal income tax act were accounted for

5
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Tax
number

33

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

I) Tax on lotteries, betting and electronic gambling

Tax rates:
- 30% of the monthly net income from sweepstakes;
- 24% of the monthly prize pool of lotteries pursuant to 30. § (5);
- 7% of the monthly prize pool of bingo games;
- 17% of the monthly prize pool of joker games;
- 17% of the monthly prize pool of other lottery games;
- 24% of the monthly net income from "kenó" game;
- 15% of the monthly net income from electronic gambling;
- 16% of the prize pool of other not permanently organised lotteries.

Act XXXIV of 1991

HUF 60,000 (approx. EUR 190)/year/machine
40% of the net gaming income
a) 30% between HUF 0 - 10 billion (approx. EUR 32,000,000)
b) above HUF 10 billion: HUF 3 billion and 10% of the amount exceeding
HUF 10 billion
c) 15% of the net gaming income of the online casino(s) exceeding the
casino unit(s) net gaming income
(In case of points a) and b) the net gaming income shall be increased by
50% of the target month's tip income.)
Tax rates and itemized sums

Act XXXIV of 1991

Gambling tax
II) Slot machines
III) Tax on card-rooms

IV) Tax on casinos

34

35

Gambling supervision fee

Gambling organiser, raffle organiser and operator of the slot machine

Rate

a) payment obligation of the holder of a marketing authorization or a dealer, the
person submitting a request for social security subsidy in connection with a dietary
supplement or the dealer of a the publicly funded medicine or a diatery supplement
distributed in pharmacies;

Based on every publicly funded medicine and dietary supplements
distributed in pharmacies - except tax exempt products and supplements
under the health minister decree number 20/2008 on breast milk
substitutes and supplementaries - the taxpayer is subject to taxation to
the extent of the amount of social security subsidies (including VAT,
calculated on the data provided by the prescription sales records) that is
proportional to the producer price or import purchase price

20%
10%: breast milk substitutes and
supplementaries
the payable tax may be reduced according to
the adjustment items set out in the law

b) the payment obligation of business associations authorized for the wholesale
distribution of medicines, and business associations distributing dietary supplements;

The tax base is the wholesale price margin on all the publicly funded
medicines and dietary supplements distributed in the target month by
the taxpayer to institutional pharmacies

2.5%

The payable tax shall be calculated based on every promoter employed
via any work-related legal relationship by the taxpayer

a) promotion of medicines: HUF 832,000 /
month (approx. EUR 2,700)
b) promotion of medical aids HUF 83,000 /
month

Surtax for medical product distributors

c) the payment obligation of the promoter (of medicine or medical aids);
d) payment obligation of the holder of a marketing authorization or a dealer, the
person submitting a request for social security subsidy in connection with a dietary
supplement or the dealer of a the publicly funded medicine or a diatery supplement
distributed in pharmacies, to the extent the relevant public subsidy exceeds the predetermined amount;

Applicable law

Act XCVIII of 2006

The payment obligation shall be shared by the marketing authorization holders based on the proportion as of the
amount of social security subsidies paid on the medicines of each marketing authorization holder according to the
prescription sales records of pharmacies during the given year, decreased by the payments made under the subsidy
volume agreements

The tax base of the separate payment obligation is the gross amount of
e) payment obligation on the holder of a marketing authorisation or a distributor of
social security subsidies (including VAT, calculated on the data provided
certain medicinal products subject to public financing for at least six years, that are sold
20%
by the prescription sales records) to the extent proportional to the
in pharmacies
producer price or import purchase price

6

Line
Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

Rate

Applicable law

Tax liability arises (i) when goods subject to excise tax are manufactured or (ii) when
goods subject to excise tax are imported.
Taxpayer shall be in case of point (i) the manufacturer (if the goods were manufactured
in warehouse, the authorized warehouse-keeper), in case of point (ii) the importer or
the sender provided an import set out in Article 10 Section (3) Subsection b) point bb).

36

Excise tax

37

Simplified contribution to public revenues

38

Duty / transfer tax

Taxable products:
- mineral oil
- alcohol products
- beer
- wine
- champagne
- intermediate alcohol products
- tobacco products

The scope of the law covers private individuals pursuing professions specified by the
law via employment, entrepreneurial or mandate agreement and the payer.

Itemized taxes and tax rates

Revenue (net)

A) Transfer tax
- Not involving a consideration
a) Duty on succession
b) Duty on gifts
- Duty on the transfer of property for consideration

Itemized taxes and tax rates

B) Procedural duty
- Administrative fee
- Court proceedings fee
- Supervision fee

39

Tax on public utility lines

The owner of the public utility on the first day of the year.
In case of public utility established in a new track tax liability arises on the first day of
the sixth year following actual use of the public utility

15%
Retired person: 11.1%
Payer: 17.5%

Act LXVIII of 2016

Act CXX of 2005

Act XCIII of 1990

HUF 125/meter

The length of the public utility in meters

Taxpayer owning communication cable shall
pay :
a) 0% based on the length not exceeding
200,000 meters;
Act CLXVIII of 2012
b) 30% based on the length between 200,000
meters and 350,000 meters;
c) 75% based on the length between 350,000
meters and 500,000 meters;
d) full tax rate based on the length exceeding
500,000 meters.

7

Line
Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

Rate

Applicable law

The supervision fee is payable by private individuals and entities:
a) producing, manufacturing, shipping, storing and placing food in the market- including winery
products, flavoured wines, wine based drinks and wine-based cocktails, palinkas and grape marc
spirits;
b) collecting wild plants, shipping and using fish or other useful water animals, wild animals and
wild games;

c) manufacturing materials, tools, machinery, objects that are in contact with food when used, or A) 0.1% of a) the net sales revenues (excluding excise duty and the tax on unhealthy aliments) of the preceding year
conducting the hygienic inspection and marketing thereof;
d) for vehicles used for shipping foods, feeds and livestocks or the disinfection of the vehicles;

from the taxpayers' activities falling within the scope of the Act; or b) the revenues in the preceding year of the private
individual subject to personal income tax);

e) keeping, breeding, marketing, shipping, butchering, killing, medicating, inspecting animals, for

40

Food chain supervision fee

the hygienic circumstances of establishments or technologies for animal breeding;
f) manufacturing or placing into the market “EC fertilizer”, products subject to authorisation,

B) Micro enterprises (private entrepreneurs, smallholders, small-scale producers, joint enterprises) and small enterprises Act XLVI of 2008
supplying mainly final consumers may choose between paying a fee (0.1%) calculated based on the itemized declaration

veterinary products, importing, manufacturing, packaging, storing, keeping, shipping, using food and paying a lump sum of HUF 20,000 (approx. EUR 64) per year for micro enterprises and HUF 700,000 (approx. EUR
the introduction of which into the market is subject to declaration obligation, providing expert's
consultancy services regarding the latter;

2,240) per year for small enterprises.

g) importing, exporting or shipping through the country livestock, plants, their adulterants,
animal or plant-based products, feeds;
h) keeping, or using soil or other objects appropriate for plant-growing; using (including
grazing), producing, marketing, storing, shipping, growing plants, manufacturing plant-based
products;
i) keeping, collecting, storing, rendering harmless, shipping, conditioning, marketing plant - or
animal-based
- products;
j) carrying out by
laboratory
activities and certain activities in connection with germs causing animal
diseases and food infections;
k) marketing and operating crop protection equipment;
l) manufacturing, storing, marketing, using feeds for animals;
m) providing information on events regarding food chains;
n) veterinary and epidemiological supervision of pets

41

Insurance tax

Taxpayer:
- insurance company
- the Hungarian branch office of an insurance company having its seat in an EEA
member state, the Hungarian branch office of a third country insurance company
(under the Act on insurance activity) and the cross-border insurance provider regarding
its activity under Section 2.

a) Casco: 15%
b) Property and accident insurance: 10%
Insurance fee

Act CII of 2012
c) Mandatory motor-vehicle liability insurance:
23%, but maximum HUF 83 / motor
vehicle/day in the insured period

Providing insurance services shall be subject to insurance tax provided that the place
where the risk occurs under Section 4 (1) of the Act is Hungary

42

Mining tax

Taxpayer:
a) mining enterprise;
b) holder of the authorisation (under Section 1 (2)), the licensee (under Section 1 (7))
and the person entitled to extract (under Section 3 (1a) b));
c) the person extracting geothermal energy
on the amount of the extracted minerals, geothermal energy or - in case of coal
extraction by underground gasification - on the amount of requisited minerals.

Tax rates

Act XLVIII of 1993

A) Air pollution fee
Tax base is the weight in kg of the polluting material emitted during the
Air pollution fee shall be paid by the emitter whose locally bound point of emission is
Itemized rates (based on unit rates)
year
subject to reporting obligation under the respective law

43

Environmental impact fee

B) Water pollution fee
Itemized rates
Tax base is the weight in kg of the polluting material emitted during the
Water pollution fee shall be paid the emitter pursuing an activity subject to
(unit rates, determined by a multiplier of
year
authorization under hydrological regulations
territorial sensitivity and allocation of sludge)

Act LXXXIX of 2003

8
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Tax
number

Taxpayer / taxable entity

Tax base

C) Soil pollution fee
Soil pollution fee shall be paid by the emitter not connected to the technically available
public canal in case it stores waste water - including the usage of individual closed
waste water storages - under the requirement of the local water resources
management authority's permission

Tax base shall be the supplied amount of water or the amount of
exploited water in case of individual supply verified by measurement or Unit rate: HUF 1,200/m3 (approx. EUR 3.8)
in the absence of the possibility to measure the amount - a standard
(multiplier based on territorial sensitivity)
amount of water, decreased by the amount used for watering purposes
(according to the respective regulation)

Housework registration fee

Employer

On household workers subject to registration

45

Soil protection contribution

Upon the exploitation of the arable land for a different purpose a onetime contribution
shall be paid.
Multiplication of the land's quality class and the land's value in "Aranykorona érték"
The contribution shall be paid by the exploiter - except if the arable land is reclassified
(At least HUF 20,000 - approx. EUR 64)
to urbanized area. Upon the arable land's reclassification to urbanized are the
contribution shall be paid by the local government.

Act CXXIX of 2007

46

Forest protection contribution

Upon the exploitation of the forest the exploiter shall pay the contribution.

Act XXXVII of 2009

Contribution for the deposition of waste

Operator of the waste deposit and the person decontaminating the waste (under
Paragraph 2) (together hereinafter: taxpayer) shall pay the contribution in order to The contribution shall be paid following the decontamination method set out in Annex 2 as D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 and D12
Act CLXXXV of 2012
after the waste type and with the method of calculation set out in Annex 5
reduce the amount of deposited waste and to fulfil the recycling rates set out in this
Act.

44

47

The base of the contribution is HUF 100,000 (approx. EUR 320)

Rate

HUF 1,000/month/person

There are several multipliers

Applicable law

Act XC of 2010

Local governments via decree may levy in their area of jurisdiction community taxes not
forbidden by any other law.
48

Community tax

Local governments may levy community taxes on any tax subject that is not subject to
any public liability set out in the law. The state, local governments, organisations and
the entrepreneur (in its capacity as such) shall not be subject to the community tax.

The licensee of nuclear installations, nuclear waste deposits

Depends on the exact kind of tax introduced

Depends on the exact kind of tax introduced

a) in case of a functioning nuclear power plant and research plant: HUF
302,350 / MWth depending on the rated heat output;
b) in case of a nuclear power plant and research plant with an
implementation permit: HUF 82,100 / MWth depending on the targeted
rated heat output;
c) in case of temporary nuclear deposits: HUF 300,000,000

Act C of 1990

49

Nuclear supervisory fee

Act CXVI of 1996

50

Customs

51

Sick pay contribution

Employer

The employer shall pay a third of the sick pay due in the event of the insured person's incapacity to work due to illness
and during his / her stay in a hospital

Act LXXX of 1997

52

Chamber's contribution

Business company

-

HUF 5,000/year (approx. EUR 16)

Act CXXI of 1999

53

Contribution for the development of tourism

Persons providing locally made dishes and non-alcoholic beverages in restaurants.

The consideration of the service without VAT

4%

Act LXVI of 2016

54

Immigration tax

Providing material support for activities pursued in Hungary that stimulate immigration
a) The amount of material support;
or providing material support for the operation of Hungarian-based organizations
b) The costs and expenses arising from pursuing the activity
pursuing such activity

25%

Act XLI of 2018

Depends on the status of the consignor and
the customs value of the goods

Act CLII of 2017 + EC
Customs Code
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55

Remuneration for private copying
(reprographic fee)

Taxpayer / taxable entity

a) The manufacturer
b) In case of foreign production: the person liable for the payment of customs or the
importer that first introduces the equipment into the Hungarian market

Tax base

Rate

Applicable law

Established by the collecting body (itemized
measures)

Act LXXVI of 1999

10

